Europe
Cyprus
Constantinos---Niki Nicolaidi Cyprus
nikithemistocleous@gmail.com
We would love to connect with like---minded people and exchange knowledge and
personal growth experiences.

Finland
Azirael Alcyone
Pohjois-Pohjanmaa
Finland
azirael.alcyone@gmail.com
I am a Pleiadian starseed who would like to contact with other lightworkers to help bring
about the much needed evolutionary shift in human consciousness.

France
Katelyne
Montpellier
ostyn.katelyne@orange.fr
Christelle
Esperaza
Christelle.shoettel@gmail.com

Germany
Caroline
Cologne cncbeth@aol.com
Gaby Harms
Allgäu, South Germany
Gaby.harms@posteo.de
Gerd Goth
79874 Breitnau
Kreis Freiburg
g.goth@asnavara.com

Ich freue mich auf den Kontakt mit anderen "Lichtbewegern"!
Sandra Krotzek
sandra.krotzek@gmx.de
I would like to share with other participants
Ursula
Unkel, Rheinland---Pfalz
ursulareich321@aol.com
Exchange of ideas and knowledge, share projects in consciousness expansion and healing
application
Yanti
Munich, Bavaria
yantipeter@yahoo.de
I would love to gather with those in my area! Liebe und Licht! Cinta dan Cahaya!

Ireland (Republic of )
Poland
Jacek Sikora
Warsaw
jacek.sikora@blooming.pl
I'm here to greet your energy with love and light!

Serbia
Aleksandra
Belgrade kontakt@indigoalex.com

Slovenia
Polona Aurea Dawn
Gozd Martuljek
polona.somrak777@gmail.com

I am a guardian of sacred space, a Pillar of Light, and a wayshower. I live in a village under
the pristine Julian Alps. I invite anyone who wishes to meet this sacred space to contact me.

Spain
Heather
San Pedro de Alcantara
Marbella
Spain hjwicks@gmail.com
I would love to meet up with like---minded people.
Lesley
Lanjaron, Granada
lesley.holistic@gmail.com
I'm looking forward to meeting up with like---minded people in the area and creating the
beginnings of a Light Community
Susana
Valladolid
lomelisue@yahoo.com
I would love to meet with people around me.

Sweden
Nick Caswell
Halmstad
nicholas.caswell@telia.com
It seems as though now is the time
Johanna Enochsson
Helsingborg, Skåne
hannibab@htomail.com
I would love to have Light Movers come to visit me from all over the world. Just send me an
email! Love you all
Laura Popa
Malmö
laurapopa1975@gmail.com
Mobile: 0046-700 50 55 65
I remember who I am. Do you?

Switzerland
Alexander
Geneva
7Lights@hushmail.com

Together with my partner we are creating a spiritual center in Geneva where
everyone serving the Light will feel at home.

United Kingdom
Maria Wheatley Marlborough,
Wiltshire
mariawheatley@aol.com
I would love to connect and meet up monthly

